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mancera
It is the manual control of a plow.  Piece of wood that goes a plow.  Esteva.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.
 Name of two Spanish villages, one in the province of Ávila (Mancera de Arriba) and another in the province of
Salamanca (Mancera de Abajo).  Name of a Chilean island in the province of Valdivia.

mancha
In Colombia you mean grime, dirt, impurity, sin, footprint, macula, lamparon, freckle, Mole, pinta, churrete, mancilla,
disgrace, shame, signal.

manchones
Large stains.  Dirt, Grime's vast expanse.

manchur
It is a way of calling a minority ethnic group from China, originally from Manchuria.  They are better known as Manchus,
Manzúes.  It was formerly known as the Yurchen people.  They are based in the Province of Mongolis Interior, in China. 
They were usual nomads.

mancilla
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a sidewalk and a reservoir in the municipality of Facatativá
near Bogotá.  As a noun means libel, dishonor, disrepute, stain, affront, macula, shame, shame, I desdoro.

mancito
The correct term is mansito, with s.  Diminutive of meek.  It means lack of bravura.  It's docile or domesticated.  The
word mancito, as a diminutive of man, can be considered, meaning it means little man, small man (it is a term of
colloquial use).

mancomunado
It means with collaboration or participation of several .  United for the same purpose.   That is executed with the support
of several people or entities.  Shared, collective, coordinated, common.  In law it is a payment that must be fulfilled by
two or more debtors, each in its corresponding part. 

mandadero
In Colombia person who runs errands or errands.  Person running the mandado service.  Dedicated to carrying or
bringing things according to an application or request.  Errand boy.

mandado
In Colombia it is the same as errand.  Request or request that is made to someone to carry or bring something.

mandador
In the Plains of Colombia is a whip or whip that is used to whip the beasts.  It's also a way to call a dogman or zurriago.

mandala
They are various circular images of different structures and symbolizing the universe.  They are various spiritual and



ritual symbolic representations of the macrocosm and microcosm used in Buddhism and Hinduism.  Circular figure that
is colored as relaxation therapy. 

mandamás
In Colombia is synonymous with Chief, authority, superior, director, pattern, ruler, paladin, caudillo, leader, ringleader. 
Bossy.

mandatar
It is a term accepted in our language, means giving or granting power or mandate. It is granted the ability of personal
representation, or management and performance in one or more business

mandatarios
It means rulers, people who run a country, presidents, plural of representative.  Leaders, people who command or
govern. 

mandeville
It is a Dutch surname.  Bernard Mandeville, was a physician and philosopher born in Rotterdam, but who lived in
England.  He was also a writer and scientist.  He wrote "The fable of the bees".

mandil
It is a type of apron made with leather, plastic or thick fabric, usually with bib and that hangs from the neck.  Much used
in meat, dairy and cheese factory or in activities involving substances salpicamientos.  In Colombia the carriers and
stevedores used it and we call it mules.

mandiles
It is the plural of an apron.  It is a type of apron made with leather, plastic or thick fabric, usually with bib and that hangs
from the neck.  Much used in meat, dairy and cheese factory or in activities involving substances salpicamientos.  In
Colombia the carriers and stevedores used it and we call it mules.

mandinga
In Colombia he is an evil spirit, a demon, a devil.  Another way to call Satan.  It is also said mandingas.

mandioca
One of the common names of the plant, Manihot is esculenta, also known as cassava, cassava, cassava or arrowroot. 
It belongs to the Family Euphorbiaceae.  It is the food of the American indigenous peoples most base.  Cassava starch
and tapioca is extracted from the tubers.

mandiram
In yoga culture means temple.  Mandir or Mondir is also used.  In Barcelona is the name of a Yoga school.

mandíbulas
Plural of jaw .  It means maxillary bone, jaw, set of bones that support the teeth. 

mando



It means authority, leadership.  Ability to command.  Inflection of command which means directing, ordering, giving
orders, leading. 

mandoble
A large sword used with both hands.  A slash or hard blow that is given using a weapon with both hands.  Slapping,
slapping, slapping.  A strong blow to the other's face with an open hand. 

mandoca
It is a typical Venezuelan mass, especially from the State of Zulia.  It consists of some rosquitas or fried rings made with
corn, banana and grated cheese. 

mandolina
It is the same mandolin.  It is a musical stringed instrument similar to the mandolin, cordate or oval body and usually four
strings.

mandoria
mandoria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mandorla" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
Mandorla.  It is a decoration of the medieval art consisting of a Halo in the form of almond which is framed divine
characters.

mandorla
In Middle Ages art it was an oval or almond-shaped frame bordering religious images.  It is a word from the Italian
language meaning almond.  This frame by the generals was gilded as an aura. 

mandragora
Name of a genus Botanic belonging to the family Solanaceae .  Name of several plants for medicinal uses.  Name given
to some demons in popular mythology and are depicted as small, black-skinned and with very messy hair.  Name of two
different novels.  A German, written by Hanns Heinz Ewers.  The other is by Spain's Laura Gallego.  Name of two poetic
works : one by Nicolás Machiavelli (comedy) and one by Josep Maria Llompart.  Name of a Mexican rock band. 

mandu
It is a typical dish of Korea and China, consisting of a type of stuffed pasta. 

manduca
In Colombia it is a turning point of driving.  It's a way to wash by hitting clothes with a lumberjack, called a manduce.  It is
very traditional when the washerwoman performs its work in a river and on stones.  It is popular in the Department of
Chocó and in the Urabá Region.

manducar
In Colombia and especially to the North of Chocó it means use the manduco.  It is a bit of wood that washerwomen used
to hit thick fabric clothes when you wash it.  It is also sexual intercourse.  It also means eating, eating, eating food in
some parts of Colombia.  See: The Manduco song, Maria Rivas ( 41 1992;.

manduco
Manduco is a piece of wood that washerwomen used to hitting the thick clothing when they are washed into the rivers. 



By extension, virile member.  See: The Manduco song, Maria Rivas ( 41 1992; You tube.

manduga
It is the name of a disinfectant and bactericidal substance of natural origin and very frequently used in Colombia.  It is
derived from wood and its main component is phenol.  It is an aqueous solution, which when prepared takes on a milky
appearance.  It is also called Manchester Fluid, Zotal, McDugall and Creolin. 

mandulete
It is a very Caribbean term. It refers to a lazy boy, without job, lazy, lazy. In Colombia we also say bunoparanada,
unemployed, stuck, lazy.

mandy
It's a familiar, cropped way of calling women named Amanda.  It is also used for males named Armando.  Name of a
fictional character from a comic book (cartoon) and a television show called "The Grim Adventures of Billy and Mandy". 
Panos Cosmatos film name.  Its protagonists are Nicolas Cage and Andrea Louise Riseborough. 

manea
It is an inflection of talked.  It means tying the hands with a rope.  In Colombia the hobble is a piece of red or leather
cord, which is used to attach the legs of the cow during milking.  Also in Mexico is a kind of Tamale, of Tabasco.

maneado
Person or animal tied hands.  In the case of the livestock tied legs.

manear
Talked is to tie the legs of a cow to be milked.  Tiny, freeze, stop, prevent movement.

manecita
Small hand, diminutive.  Hand.  Name of a very small (short) children's poetry.

manejar
It means to control or operate with dexterity.  Manipulate, use, operate with hands.  Conduct, operate, control, operate,
govern, direct. 

manejarse
It means driving, behaving.

manero
It is one of the common names of a shrub and its fruits.  It is also known as yoco, tapal, butterfly, nance, nanche,
arrayan, nancite, changunga.  Its scientific name is Byrsonima crassifolia and belongs to the family Malpighiaceae.  The
word has Nahuatl origin and means mother, From its fruits you can make soft drinks, in some places in Mexico, called
chicha. 

manes
Persian word meaning Jewel.  Name of protective spirit of the Home in Roman Mythology.  Name of heretic character



who proclaimed himself the last Biblical Prophet.  He was also called Mani and was the promoter of Manichaeism (Third
Century AD).  C .  )  .   Name of several cities located in Pakistan, United States, Greece, Albania and Armenia.  Street
way of referring to several men. 

manetos
It is a way of calling a dog breed of Andalusian origin.  Andalusian hound.  In Colombia in some places say manetos the
Crab Lice or body lice.

manéo
It is an inflection of talked.  It means tying the hands or legs of an animal.  Put or maneas placed horses.  Tie, tie,
hamstrung.

manflinfla
In Chile it mean masturbation, masturbating action.

manflora
Mean lesbian, woman who feel sexual attraction to other women.  Also means prostitute, prostitute, whore.

manga
Part of the garment that covers a limb.  It can be shirt sleeve (covers the arm), sleeve Pant (covers the leg).  In
Colombia is a variety of handle elongated and flattened.  It is product of grafts and is rather tasteless.  In Colombia also
we say manga to a flat, elongated and covered area of grass.  Flat terrain, potrero, llano.  It is also the name of the track
of the llanero indigenous sport of Coleus (Coleus Manga).  In nautical, manga is the measure of a boat that runs from
port to starboard and that determines the maximum width of a ship.

mangajo
It means rude, disrespectful, uneducated, crude, rude. 

mangaka
It is the name of a locality in Tanzania.  Japanese creator of a comic strip or comic book.  It is a Japanese word that
means comic book creator, comic book artist. 

mangaka
It is the name of a locality in Tanzania.  Japanese creator of a comic strip or comic book.  It is a Japanese word that
means comic book creator, comic book artist. 

mangancha
In Puerto Rico it is a very simple food dish to make : Harna of corn, salt and water.  In Colombia, a very quiet, relaxed or
overly tolerant person is told mangancha or wide sleeve. 

manganello
It's a language word that means pounding, hitting.  It may also happen that they ask for Manganiello.  If so, it's an Italian
surname.  Last name of Sofia Vergara's husband, named Joe Manganiello and he is an actor.



mangante
In Spain means thief, rogue, person who steals.  In Argentina it means pedigree , drone, sablista, vividor .

manganzón
In Colombia it means lazy, lazy, lazy, idle, unemployed, lazy, lazy.  Who doesn't work, that doesn't do anything, useless.

mangareto
It is one of the many common names that receives an edible plant from the Central American and Caribbean region.  It
is also called hoop, bore, mafafa, ocumo, quequesque .  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to
the family Araceae.  

mangarrán
Person disheveled in his clothing.  Poorly dressed, ragged.  It can also mean that manga , that begs , that begs , that
lives without working , peresozo , lazy , lazy . 

mangas
Plural of manga.  Part of the wardrobe covering the limbs (arms or legs).  Long and flattened fruits, mango variety. 

mangas verdes
It refers to the fruit of the tree of manga but biche or whatsoever without reach maturity.  I like to be consumed in strips
and salt.  La manga is a variety of mango that is oval and flattened fruit.

mangazo
Augmentative mango, large mango.  Also in Colombia it means blow given with the hand (the fist) in the face to another
person, or also, blow given with the handle of a tool.  Punch. 

mangelis
It is a surname and also a parts brand for computers.  It is also a reference for computer consoles.

mangin
It is a surname of French origin.  Surname of the French general Charles Marie Emmanuel Mangin, who participated in
World War I and was nicknamed The Butcher.  Last name of a French sculptor named Serge Mangin. 

mangino
Last name of a Mexican politician.  Its full name was Rafael Mangino and Mendívil.

manglare
manglare is incorrectly written and should be written as "Manglar or mangrove." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Manglar or mangrove ( Plural ). It is a place full of mangrove trees. There are several kinds, the main ones are
Rhizophora, Avicenia, Conocarpus, Laguncularia and Pelliciera. It is a very strategic and important ecosystem in the
marine life. The marshes, where they mix water are sea salt and sweet waters of swamps and rivers. The significance
lies in that are sites of spawning of many aquatic species. They are very hard wood trees.

mango



In Colombia is the name of a fruit.  Fruit tree's scientific name Mangifera indica of the Anacardiaceae family.  Also
means in Spanish, handle of a tool, handle, handle.   (In Colombia it is the name of a fruit.)  Fruit of the scientific name
Mangifera indica tree of the Anacardiaceae family.  It also means in Spanish, handle of a tool, rope, handle).

mangon
The correct term is mangon with tilde.  You want to say graceful, attractive.  It also means speculator, reseller.  In
Colombia, a mangon is also a large sleeve, an Esplanade or great and good pasture paddock.

mangostá
It is one of the common names that a tropical tree and its fruit receive.  It is also called mangostine, mangosteen or
indian jobo.  Its scientific name is Garcinia mangostana and belongs to the family Clusiaceae.

mangostán
In Colombia is the name of a tree and its fruit.  Also called India, the India joba jobo, but the name most used by us is
mangosteen.  The scientific name is Garcinia mangostana and belongs to the Clusiaseae family.  It is the fruit that is
most representative of the municipality of Ladybug in the Department of Tolima (Colombia).

mangostino
It is a type of edible fruit of Asian origin.  It is also called mangosteen or Indian jobo.  It is produced by the tree of
scientific name Garcinia mangostana and belongs to the family Clusiaceae.

mangosto
In Colombia we also tell mangosteen.  Its scientific name is Garcinia mangostinoa.  It belongs to the family Clusiaceae. 
It has other names such as mangosteen and Joba the India.  It is very rich in xanthones and antioxidants.

mangrullos
It is a term used in Argentina.  They were watchtowers, Poe or rustic viewpoints that were used to look for enemies in
the pampas.  Currently used to designate a buxom wooden playgrounds.  In Colombia we say strong apache.

manguara
Name of a Flamenco Group in Spain (Huelva).  In the Caribbean it means guaro, brandy, strong liquor. 

manguera
Type of flexible had, which is used to irrigate the gardens.  Person who lives on appearances, who appears to be what
he is not.  Colloquial way of referring to the virile member.  In Colombia woman who sells mangoes. 

manguerazo
Name of the blow tipping by a hose.  Irrigation in the meadow or garden plants.  Spraying the plants.  In Colombia, in a
very vulgar way, ejaculation. 

manguiancho
In the center of Colombia means wasteful, botarate person spends beyond measure, giving.  Botaratas, botarata,
spending.  It can also mean tolerant, broad, indulgent, lax, permissive, indulgent, patronizing, complacent, flexible.



mangurrian
mangurrian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mangurrian." being its meaning:<br>It is a synonym for lazy,
Slacker, buenoparanada.

mangüelo
It means foolish, loser, parguela, lerdo, useless.  Stupid. 

manhattanita
What to say of Manhattan, native or resident in Manhattan.  related to Manhattan, the Island in New York. 

mani forrajero
It is one of the common names of a plant used as livestock fodder, and in implementation of bioremediation and soil
remediation programs.  Its scientific name is Araquis pintoi and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as
yellow clover, clover Brazilian.  It's a great Fixer of nitrogen in the soil.

maniancho
It is another way of saying wasteful, wasteful, botarate, botaratas.  They also say manguiancho.  Wide, giving and
generous.

manic
It is the surname of a retired Serbian football player.  Its full name is Rodivoge Manic .  He was judging as a front center.
 Manic is an English word that means manic.

manica
In the republic of Mozambique is the name of a District and a province.  Its capital is Chimoio.  It is the highest part of
the country.  In Agronomy, it is also a brand of agricultural products, usually represented by copper-based fungicides.

manicure
Hand care and beautification.  Especially nail cutting and makeup.  In Spanish you can use menicure or manicure. 
Hand aesthetics or nail aesthetics. 

manida
It means that it is used a lot and repetitively.  It also means that it is worn, damaged, used.  Shelter, burrow, den. 

manido
Repetitive, which has been used or treated on many occasions.  Sanding, worn or impaired by use.  It's been very
manipulated. 

manido{
It means repeated, repetitive, desiccated, sobado, trite. In Costa Rica is damaged flesh.

manifestarse
It means to pronounce, to publicize your position or your concepts.  Disclose or disclose, declare, say, expose .



manifiesto
It means it's visible or notorious.  Evident, it is clearly perceived.  Patent, ostensible, clear, palpable, visible, notorious.  It
can also be a type of communication or pronouncement of someone representing a group, party, or community.  Brief
writing or statement. 

maniflojo
In Colombia it means that it has no strength in his hand, that he drops everything.  By extension, let it be mastered or
folded.  You have no authority, softie.  It can be considered synonymous with cowardly, fearful, fearful, pusillanimous,
tolerant, condescending.  It's the whole opposite of "Iron Hand."  Do not confuse with manirroto, which in Colombia
means botarate, wasteful.  You spend without measure.  Although in a certain way you could also say maniflojo (it does
not hold anything in the hands).

manifold
In mechanical engineering and in the oil industry, it is a word in English that means multiple, Distributor, manifold.

manigero
The correct term is manijero.  Person who harvests olives.  Field foreman . 

manigordo
In Colombia it is a way of calling several felines of medium or small size.  They are mainly called the ocelot, maracayá or
canaguaro.  Its scientific name is Leopardus pardalis.  It is also called so to the hairy trigrillo or chicken coop and its
scientific name is Leopardus wiedii.  Person with big hands. 

manigua
It can mean muddy terrain covered in weed.  In Colombia it also means jungle, very dense forest.

manija
Implement designed to open a door or drawer using the fingers or hands.  In Colombia is synonymous with handle, grip,
handle, handle, handle, clamp, handle, lever, locking.

manijero
Person who harvests olives.  Field foreman . 

manilla
In Colombia, handle is an ornament of any material used in the wrist.  It is also the element that is seized and turned to
open a door.  Handle, handle, grip, handle, lock, maniola, handle, handle, handle.  Glove to play baseball.

manilo
It is a type of chickens and roosters of large size.  Lot size roosters and heavy (not used to the roosters rina).

manimal
Name of a television series about a man who possessed the ability to transform into some animals according to need. 
The protagonist was Dr. .  Jonathan Chase (played by Simon MacCorkindale).  He was a collaborator of the police to
solve many crimes. 



manimoto
It is a brand of a snack, whose main ingredient is peanuts.  There are several flavors, such as: natural, lemon, salt and
mixed. 

manin
The correct term is manin, with tilde.  It is a diminutive of hand, deformation of the word brother.  It means friend,
corduroy, parce, buddy and key.  The soap opera "The Queen of the Flow", is the name of the mafioso uncle of Charly.

maniobra
It means that it runs with your hands, which is operated.  It can mean employment, use, handling, handling, operation,
labor.  It can also mean exercise, training, simulation, practice, training.  Another meaning is artifice,, deception, burning,
ruse, simulation, machination, trickery, cheating. 

maniobras
Different movements of the soldiers with a tactical purpose.  Movement or displacement of a boat.  Evolution of the route
of a ship either in water, air or land.  Operations.

maniofobia
It is the fear of madness, fear of going crazy.

maniola
Entomology is a genus of butterflies in the family Nymphalidae.  Common name of a butterfly from the Canary Islands
and much of Europe.  It is also known as butterfly lobe.  Its cynific name is Maniola jurtina and belongs to the family
Nymphalidae.  They are lepidoptera of very striking colors and toxic to some predators. 

maniquebrado
A person who presents a deformation of the hand or not corrected the same fractures.  By expansion in Colombia, it is a
way of colloquially call a sissy or a gay.  It can also mean spendthrift, botarate, tarambana, foolish, wasteful, botarata,
botaratas.

maniqueísmo
Name of the religious doctrine promulgated by the Persian sage Manes (or Mani) in the third century and which is based
on the eternal confrontation of good and evil.  Tendency or attitude that interprets reality with extremes and without
middle terms, qualifying everything as good or bad.  In political terms, polarization. 

maniqueísmo
Name of the religious doctrine promulgated by the Persian sage Manes (or Mani) in the third century and which is based
on the eternal confrontation of good and evil.  Tendency or attitude that interprets reality with extremes and without
middle terms, qualifying everything as good or bad.  In political terms, polarization. 

maniqueo
Follower of Manes .  It means of opposite terms, without mediatures.  That accepts or judges in a single way and taking
into account only the extremes without middle terms (light-shadow, day-night, black-white, good-evil, etc.) 

manito



It is an hipocorístico gentilicio of Mexicans.  Colloquial and familiar way of referring to Mexicans.  Mexican.  It means
friend, brother, friend and brother.  Also compadre, compadrito, buddy.  Diminutive of hand.  Little hand.

maní
It is the same peanut or peanut.  It is a creeping plant herbaceous, legume.  Its scientific name is Arachis hypogaea,
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits in sheath ( 41 vegetable; It has some much food grains.  It is native to America
and are cultivated makes about 8. 000 years.

maníaco
It means that he has manias.  That he has obsessions.  Suffering from neuroses or whims.  Manic, nutty, crazy,
disturbed, psychopathic. 

manípulo
It is the name of a liturgical ornament in the form of a scarf or stole small used on the sleeve of the ALB in the left
forearm by Catholic priests in religious acts. Maniple or Manipur ( in latin ) It was the minimum legion of the Roman army
and was satisfied of 2 centuries ( each centuria were 80 men, i.e. ten conspiracies ).

manja
It means curing or glue-coated wire.

manjolino
It is the name by which the fruit of a plant is known as open, brunera, bruno, carrasco, plum bravo, endrin, endrino or
spinero.  Its scientific name is Prunus spinosa of the family Rosaceae.

manmg
ManMG and manmg are the names of several bloggers and Youtuber´s.

mano de tigre
It is one of the common names of an interior ornamental plant.  It is also called Adam's rib, bullet, cerimán, skeleton,
among others.  Its scientific name is Monstera delicious and belongs to the family Araceae.  

manoja
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of an excellent daughter of Torremolinos, in the Province of Malaga in
Spain, who fought hard for her autonomy and independence.  Her name was Isabel Manoja Serra.

manolete
Diminutive and derogatory of Manuel and Manolo.  Stage name of a Spanish bullfighter, whose real name was Manuel
Laureano Rodríguez Sánchez.  A type of Spanish sweet puff pastry, typical of Andalusia.  Named after a 2008 film by
Menno Meyjes, starring Adrien Brody and Penélope Cruz, in the lead roles. 

manolo
Manolo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Manolo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Character in the
world of football than go for Spain with a bass drum.  Spanish.  castizo.  Colloquial and family form call Manuel, but also
exists as a name.  Means God is with us and is of biblical origin.  Emanuel, Manuel variants.  Colombia also we say
Mañé Manuel.



manopla
It is a kind of very strong weapon, usually of steel that molds to the shape of the hand.  It is also called fist of steel,
American fist, nudillera, key of fist fight.  You can reach the skull fracture.

manosea
It is an inflection of handle.  It means touching with the hands, manipulate, tempt, touching, fiddling with, feel, grab,
caress, rub, ajar, Maul, matted.

manotas
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Plural of manota.  Manota is a large, augmentative hand in hand.

manotazo
It can refer to a blow given with the hand or also to remove something violently with the hand.  Raponazo .  The action of
using the hand to prevent the displacement of something, especially a ball. 

manoteos
Plural of manoteo.  It means frantic movement of the hands.  Rapid movements of the hands.

manotón
A blow that is given with the hand.  Slap. 

manouche
In music it is a style of Jazz, framed within the Swing.  It is also called Jazz Gypsy, Jazz Manouche or Gypsy Jazz.  It
was created by Django Reinhardt.  Gypsy, he's hot.  Brunette-skinned man. 

manpolon
manpolon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mampolon." being its meaning:<br>It is a person loose, lazy,
maintained, good for nothing, vague.

mansa
It means quiet, calm, docile.  It lacks fierceness. 

mansalva
In Colombia means sobreseguro and betrayal.  No risk to the attacker.  From behind.  Cowardly.

mansarda
It is the same as attic or loft.  Wide space between the roof and the roof.  Attic, or mezzanine. 

mansedumbre
Quality of meekness.  It reflects docility, tranquility, serenity.  Condition of meek or serene.  Docility or serenity that are
reflected in the treatment.  Gentle character. 

mansos



It is said of animals lacking bravery.  It means gentle, quiet, quiet, docile, obedient, Submissive, tamed.

manta
In Colombia is synonymous with blanket, blanket, bedspread, blanket, serape.  It is the name of a municipality in the
Department of Cundinamarca (Colombia).  It is also the name of a town and port of the Ecuador.  Raya Manta,
cartilaginous marine fish.  Layer of bullfighting.  Shawl, mantle or wrap that women use to cover the hair and go to mass.
 Neckerchief.

mantarrayas
Plural manta rays.  It is one of the common names of cartilaginous fish in the family Myliobatidae.  They are also known
as giant blankets or eagle stripes.  Spanish name of a Tampa baseball team - St Petersburg, Florida ( Tampa Bay Rays
) 

mantas
Plural blanket.  It means blankets, coverts, blankets, sarapes.  Woven piece that is used to tuck in when you sleep and
to protect yourself from the cold.

manteco
In Colombia it is a derogatory way of treating a servant or assistant.  It is also one of the common names of a tree in the
Fabaceae family, which is also known as Brea.  Its scientific name is Parkinsonia praecox.  Name of a cake (bakery
product) in Colombia, which is prepared with wheat flour, cheese and lard. 

mantecosas
In Colombia it means fat, full of fat, full of butter.  Greasy.

mantecoso
It means impregnated or full of butter or fat.  Greasy, greasy, fat.

mantecosos
It means they have a lot of butter or a lot of fat.  Greasy.  Plural of Butter .

mantel
Cloth or tissue that covers or decorate a table.  Textile piece that is used to cover a table, on which are placed the plates
and cutlery.

mantenerse en la tradición
It means preserving the customs or raigambres.  Do what has always been done or preserve the culture.  Conserve,
preserve.

manteniendo
It is an inflection of keep.  It means hold, afford, provide, support, feed, nurture, care for, protect, protect, repair, help,
continue, resist.  Continuity.

mantero



In Colombia is called the spontaneous and improvised bullfighters who do take off the bulls in the corralejas manteros. 
It is also a person who manufactures or sells blankets.

mantero mantera
In Colombia he is a person who risks going out during the corralejas to a ring, to a blanket, a ruana, a poncho or piece of
rag, take several spears out of a brave bull.  This is very common in the festivities of the coastal villages, usually done
under the effects of alcohol and almost always in order to obtain a cash prize. 

mantiguar
It means cushioning, undermine, calm, comfort.

manto
It is a garment that usually use women to cover the hair, the head or shoulders.  Shal, shawl, pashmina.

mantos
Plural of mantle.   It means coating or strip that covers the Earth or a planet.  Coat, capote, Chlamys, shawl, garment,
coat.

mantra
It means prayer in verse.  is a word of Sanskrit origin.  A word that is expressed in moments of relaxation and meditation
in some dharmic religions.  Obsessive idea, obsession. 

mantuan
It is more indicated manton, with tilde .  It was called Mantuan or Mantuan in Caracas and almost all of Venezuela the
Creole white man who was part of the Caraqueña aristocracy.  They were also called large cocoa, as they were usually
cocoa produtors on their farms.

mantus
It was the name of the god of the underworld or the darkness in the Valley of the Po (Etruria).  In other parts of the
region it was called Suri or Soramus.

manuel
Manuel is a name of Hebrew origin male and means "God is with us".  The presence of God.

manuela
In Colombia and especially in Cartagena are called Manuelas some carriages pulled by horses.  Cars.  Also women of
used Spanish costumes in the fair of Manizales.

manuelear
In Cartagena it is mounted on a carriage pulled by horses through the walled city.  Manizales is a woman use a Spanish
costume during the fair.

manufacturaban
It's a manufacturing inflection.  It means making, crafting, assembling, building or manufacturing with your hands or by



mechanical means.

manumisión
It was the bad thing to call in ancient Rome, the process of liberation of a slave.  Action and effect of manumitir . 

manumitir
The name of the process of freeing a slave. 

manuscrito
It means handwritten.  Written, original, note, codex, parchment, copied or handwritten. 

manyar
Spy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Mangiare; in Italian )" being its meaning:<br>It is a colloquial
saying in several Latin American countries, but especially where there are large Italian colonies, eating, eating (
Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Venezuela ).  It is a deformation or muteness of the Italian language 40 mangiare word;
pronounced manyare ).  It can not be considered Manger in French, because the pronunciation is I manyé.

manzana
It is the name of the apple tree fruit.  Its scientific name is Malus domestica.  It belongs to the family Rosaceae.  It is a
well-known and historical fruit all over the world.  In Colombia it is also a division of urban space and constructions,
usually square and measuring on each side a block or street.  They are usually 80 meters sideways.

manzanero
Surname of Spanish origin.  It is another name given to the apple tree.  Tree that produces apples.  Last name of a very
famous Mexican singer and songwriter named Armando Manzanero.  An animal that feeds on apples. 

manzanilla
It can be a diminutive of apple.  It is also the name of an aromatic and medicinal plant of the Asteraceae family.  Its
scientific name is Chamaemelum nobile.  It is also known as chamomile or roman (Roman grass).  It is widely used to
fall asleep. 

manzanillera
Name given to the woman or person collecting chamomile. 

manzano
The name of the tree that produces apples.  Its scientific name is Malus domestica and belongs to the family Rosaceae. 
It also receives the names of cermeno, pomar, Nick.  Name of a port and a neighborhood in Villa Angostura in the
Patagonia Argentina.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.

manzueto
manzueto is incorrectly written, and should be written as Mansueto (with s).  being its meaning: the correct term is
mansueto (with s).  It means gentle, docile, submissive.  This makes manso by nature, which is not aggressive.

manzúes



Plural of Manzú .  Manzú is the surname or complement of the artistic name or pseudonym of the Italian sculptor
Giacomo Manzoni, better known as Giacomo Manzú.  Sculptural works of Manzú.  All his works are called Manzúes. 
Also, in Anthropology, they are called Manzúes or Manchues to members of a very old Chinese ethnic group originating
in Manchuria.  They were the founders of the Qing Dynasty.

mañana
Day after today, day that will happen after today.  It means day that it's going to happen, day that will pass.  Future,
moments that will pass.  Future, becoming, longings.

mañanear
In Colombia it means getting up early, starting activities very early.  Do activities in the morning. 

mañanita
Diminutive of tomorrow.  Cheerful and short song.  Light food that is consumed before breakfast.  In Colombia it is used
as a synonym for early or early morning. 

mañara
It is a Spanish surname (Catalan), but of roe deer origin. 

mañera
Very shrewd and cunning person.  That he is skillful, that he has many tricks.  Easy person to deal with.  Tricky, expert,
cunning. 

mañungar
In various parts of Colombia and the Caribbean it means getting up early, getting up early.  Not to be confused with
bruising which means compressing, squeezing, squeezing, crushing.  In some parts of Colombia it is also laziness, slow
work, slow things (do the trick). 

mao
Mao is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mao /es name own )" being its meaning:<br>Name of the great
helmsman, revolutionary leader and statesman of China, Mao Zedong ( Mao Tse-Tung ).

maorí
Name of an ethnic group originating in New Zealand.  Native Polynesian race and language spoken by that same tribe. 
In their own language the word means normal.  common , current , regular , usual . 

mapa mental
Form used to store. Mnemonic method. It is a very effective method to extract and store information.

mapalé
It is the name of a typical dance of the Atlantic Coast of Colombia.  He is of African roots.  It is a very frenetic dance,
which usually imitates the movements generated by a fish out of water.  Common name given in Colombia to a siluriform
fish of the family Ariidae.  It is also called goat or goat mapalé.  Its scientific name is Cathorops mapale. 



mapamundi
In geography it is the name given to a cartographic representation that contains the entire earth's surface. 

mapanare
In Colombia it is one of the common names given to very venomous snakes.  It is also known as glang, fournarices,
mapaná, equis, venticuatro, rot, naucaya, padlock head, velvet or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops atrox or
Bothrops asper and belong to the family Viperidae.

mapanare o talla x
They are two common names in Colombia of a very venomous snake, which belongs to the genus Bothrops. 

mapaná
In Colombia and Panama is the name of a very venomous snake.  It is also known by the names of mapanare, size X,
equis, jargon, fournarices, rot.  Its scientific name is Bothrops atrox .  It belongs to the Viperidae family.

mapawira
In southern Colombia and in Ecuador, mapawira or mapahuira is the name given to pork fat that settles after frying.  It is
considered a delight for the palate.  Thick or fat wax.

mapimí
It is the name of a town in the Mexican state of Durango.  In the indigenous language, cocoyome means high stone,
high rock, or high hill (rocky hill).  Name of desert area in the same region (called Bolsón de Mapimí).  It was declared a
World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 

mapioso
That it is full of map, dirt and grime.  Mean dirty, pig, pork, filthy, shameless, stained.  Map is a word originating in the
quechua language meaning grime, dirt and stain.

mapire
In Venezuela it is the name given to a woven and wide-mouthed basket.  It has straps or straps that allow you to carry it
on your back.  It is also the name of a Venezuelan city that belongs to the State of Anzoátegui.  It is located on the
banks of the Orinoco River. 

mapires
Plural of Mapire .  Mapire is the name given in Venezuela to a wide-mouthed woven basket.  It has strips or straps that
make it easy to be carried on the back. 

mapizita
It is a diminutive of Mapi, which is a familiar way of calling women named Maria del Pilar.  Mapicita is also used. 

mapora
It is one of the names that referred to the Palm Oenocarpus mapora, which in Colombia is also known by the common
names of Pusuy, ciamba or cinamillo.  Be found in warm climates between Costa Rica and the Amazon.  It is widely
used in basketry.  Its fruit is cometible and the also removed fermented beverages and Palm wine is made, in addition
can also extract oil.



mapuchada
It means Mapuche trait, Custom Mapuche, Mapuche tradition, characteristic that identifies the Mapuche.  By extension
Mapuche population, people of that ecnia.  Purely Chilean roots or custom. 

mapudungún
It is the name given in their language to the Mapuche people and language.  It means own language or local language. 
Araucan language or language of the Araucanians. 

mapuey
It is one of the common names of a Caribbean plant, whose tubers are edible.  It is also known by the names of yampí,
yams white, slug yam, papañame and air potato.  Its scientific name is Dioscorea trifida.  belongs to the family
Dioscoreaceae.

mapurites
The correct term is Mapuritos, although some few say mapurites.  They are insects that touch them produces a very foul
odor.  In Colombia and Venezuela as well as mapuritos, say aphids. Also known as Mapurito to a plant that in Colombia
also we say Anamú or garlic plant, because it is very fragrant.  Its scientific name is Petiveria alliacea and is used for
healing of some kinds of cancer.  It is the Phyitolaccaceae family.

mapurito
In Colombia it is the name we give to an insect that when touched produces a fetid smell.  We also call them aphids or
aphids.  They belong to the family Aphididae .  Also in Colombia it is called mapurito to a tree also known as bump or
ayúa.  By squeezing its leaves generate a very unpleasant smell.  Its scientific name is Zanthoxylum caribaeum and
belongs to the family Rutaceae.  It is also known as Mapurito to a plant that in Colombia we also call Anamú or plant
Ajo, because it has a very unpleasant smell.  Its scientific name is Petiveria alliacea and is used for healing some kinds
of cancer.  It belongs to the family Phyitolaccaceae .  .

mapuzugun
In Mapuche language, it's the way to call your own language.  It means the language of the earth, the language of the
region, the language we speak here. 

maquer
It is a French word which means exit, get together, paired, togetherness, have appointments.

maquée
It is an inflection of pimp.  It means swing, swing, swing.

maquila
It means manual Assembly of imported parts, with low-cost labor.  Tax or part of the product which corresponds to the
Miller.  It is a kind of tax.

maquillada
It means that it appears, disguises.  That has been retouched to appear good.  Inflection of makeup that means
beautifying with cosmetics. 



maquinita
Diminutive machine .  In Colombia mechanical game of lounge slots.  Name of a dj Kelvin song.

maquí
In Chile and Argentina it is the name of an edible fruit plant.  This shrub, has the scientific name of Aristotelia chilensis
and belongs to the family Elaeocarpaceae.  It is consumed raw, in juices and jams.  Chicha is also prepared.  It is called
the fruit of the Mapuche.

mar
Colloquially large quantity, countless things.  Name of a woman of Italian origin.  It means Lady of the Sea and is the
patron saint of sailors.  System that interconnects all the oceanic waters of the planet.  Body of salt water .  Name of a
town in Spain, in the Autonomous Community of Cantabria.  Extensive and flat terrain of a planet or the Moon. 

mar de mármara
It is the name of an inland sea of Turkey that divides its European and Asian parts.  At its ends are the Straits of the
Bosphorus and Dardanelles.  This sea connects the waters of the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea (Mediterranean).  It is
of great importance at a strategic level.  In ancient times it was called Propontide.  It is also often called the Sea of
Marmora. 

mara
It is the name of an African river that runs between Kenya and Tanzania.  Mara the the name of a district in Peru, which
belongs to Cotabambas.  Argentina is one of the common names of the Patagonian Hare (Dolichotis patagonum),
family: Caviidae.  It is also a woman's name of biblical and Hebrew, origin romantic meaning.  It is widely used in Mexico
and Spain.  In Buddhism is the name of an entity or demon who tried to prevent the lighting of Siddharta Gautama
(Buddha).  dios de la Destrucción among Buddhists.

marabunta
It is a kind of large Ant, red-headed and notorious black eyes, is very poisonous.  They are nomadic and very
aggressive.  Also called Warrior ants, Legionary Ant.  It is confused with the cachona.  They attack by raizas.

marabú
In ornithology it is one of the common names of a wading bird, much like the stork.  Also among Islamists is the name
given to a Muridi religious leader or authority.  Direct descendant of Amadú Bamba, among the Muridis. 

maraca
It is a musical instrument consisting of a pumpkin that inside has seeds or grains.  Smile.  It is also the common name of
a tropical plant and its flower.  It is also called hive ginger.  It is a plant in the family Zingiberaceae.  Its scientific name is
Zingiber spectabile. 

maracachafa
In Colombia and in the language of jargon and street wants to say marijuana, weed, monkey.

maracay
It is the name of a Venezuelan city.  It is the capital of the State of Aragua.  It is called the Garden City of Venezuela or
Cradle of Aviation of Venezuela.  It is a word of Caribbean origin and is another way of calling a feline, also known as
Ocelot, Jaguar, Maracaya or Canaguaro (Felis pardalis).  Name of indigenous leader of that same region. 



maracaya
In the Departments of Amazonas and Caquetá in Colombia, it is another way of calling the tigrillo gallinero, ocelote,
tigrillo peludo, manigordo or cocoromalo.  It is a medium to small feline and its scientific name is Leopardus wiedii and
belongs to the felidae family.  

maracayá
In the Departments of Amazonas and Caquetá in Colombia, it is a way of calling the tigrillo gallinero, ocelote, hairy
tigrillo, manigordo or cocoromalo.  It is a medium to small feline and its scientific name is Leopardus wiedii and belongs
to the felidae family.  

maracayáes
maracayaes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Maracayás." being its meaning:<br>The term correctyo is
Maracayas.  It is the plural of Maracay.  Maracay is one of the names by which the Leopardus is known wedii (
previously called Felis wedii )  It is found from Mexico to Argentina and received among other names cat Tiger, ocelot,
caucel, ocelot, Maracay and margay.  It belongs to the family Felidae.

maracayera
Person born in the capital of the State of Aragua in Venezuela, which is Maracay.  It is said also maracayero the person
who eats or hunting a feline small, similar to ocelot, who lives in various places in South America and that is called
Maracay. It is similar to the ocelot.

maracucho
It means born, resident in Maracaibo (Venezuela), or related to the same city.  It is the adjective most used to the
natives of Maraciabo.  Maracaibero, Marabino or Zuliano can also be used.  Maracaibero or Marabino is used to refer to
things related to the Gulf of Maracaibo.  Creole language of the zulianos.

maradoneano
I think it's more suitable for marathon.  You mean concerning Maradona.  A person who professes the Maradonian
religion or who belongs to that church.  Although at first the term Maradonian or Maradonian was considered to be
exemplary and prodigious, now the term means crazy, unthinkable, deciquily, alienated, which generates bad example. 
Unfortunately the term has varied according to how the image of who was a great idol for many deteriorates.   .

maradonear
In Colombia it means talking about more or giving bad example.  In Venezuela they say malandronear.

maragallada
It is a neologism that is used to refer some pronouncement of the Catalan politician Pasqual Maragall (president of the
Generalitat).  They can be peculiar, witty and sometimes contradictory.  Said or pronounced Maragall.

maragatá
It means raponazo .  Manotazo with which something is taken from a person. 

maragato
Name given to the inhabitants of the province of León in Spain in the time of the Moors.  That used Maragas, typical
dress of the time.  They were very hardworking and andariegos.



maragatos
They have relationship or are of La Maragatería.  It is a region of León in Spain, comprising several municipalities where
engaged in fish trade.  The word origin is Arab terms and means as versions captive or retained and which also trades
with salted fish.

marango
It is one of the common names of a plant and its fruit.  It is also called moringa, Its scientific name is Moringa sp.  o
Moringa oleifera and belongs to the Moringaceae family.  It is also called ben or sedeructops.  Poorly dressed, poorly
dressed or disheveled person. 

maranguango
In Colombia he is a drink, supposedly to fall in love.  Love me.  In Emberá language, it means witchcraft, spell.  Name of
a town near Puerto López , Meta Department .  Name of a song written by Jimmy Salcedo.

maraña
Set of tangled strands.  Tangle of hair and strands of thread or yarn.  Dense jungle, monte abundant undergrowth. 
Marana in Colombia means tangle, clutter, confusion and chaos.

marañaco
It means tachón , doodle , graph , rayon , trace .  Ugly and poorly made stroke . 

marañero
Person who is dedicated to doing small masonry jobs.  That makes repairs or retouches on the wall.  It means that it
entangles, stirs, that it messes up or entangles.  It also means that it has celajes, that is, it has many clouds.  It means
entangled, confused, or scrambled.  Chaotic, complicated, bristling, twisted.  Dense , full of lianas or vines, referring to a
forest or the jungle, branches that prevent walking through the forest. 

marañon
The correct term is marañón, with tilde.  In Colombia it is the name of a tree and its fruit, which we also call merey. 
Other common names you receive are: cashew, pepa, cashew, cashew, cashew, ajuil, caguil.  Its scientific name is
Anacardium occidentale.  It is recognized as the fruit of memory.  Also, in South America it is the name of a Peruvian
river that is born in the Department of Huanuco and is a tributary of the Upper Amazon.

marapi
It is the name of a remaining volcano in Indonesia (Western Simatra Province).  It is also called Monte Merapi or Monte
Marapi.  It means Mountain of Fire. 

maraqueros
Plural of maraquero .  Musician of a band that performs music to the beat of a maracas.  He also calls maraqueros to
red acacia trees, flamboyan or acacia from Girardot.  Other common names are: chivato , malinche , josefino , ponciana
, tabacín , gallito .  The scientific name of this tree is Delonix regia and belongs to the fabaceae family.  In Colombia,
maraqueros are also birds of the Pipridae family.  Here, we also call them jumpers, dancers and matraqueros.  They
belong to the genus Manacus.

marasmo
It means inactivity, stillness, paralysis, lethargy, apathy, drowsiness.  In medicine is extreme weakness, starvation,



mortis appearance.

maratí
Name of a traditional and ancient language spoken in the State of Maharashtra in India and especially in the city of
Bombay.  It belongs to the Indo-Aryan language family.   . 

maratonear
Run or travel long distances.  Walking or running for a long time.  Make very long journeys. 

maravilla
It means prodigy, miracle, wonder.  greatness, magic, phenomenon.  That causes admiration or amazement.  Nickname
of Colombian soccer player, whose full name was Delio "Maravilla" Gamboa Renteria.  He was a left winger and a great
goalscorer.  He was also the technical director of Millonarios' youth teams.  Name of a plant commonly also called
dondiego de noche, dompedro, parakeet, wonder of Peru, carnation or nochera.  It is used in cooking to give color and
flavor, replacing saffron.  Flowers are added to garnish salads and dishes.  Another use is in cosmetics. 

marbete
It means label, label, mark, seal, stamp.  It is a paper that contains basic information of a product and that is pasted into
the boxes or containers that contain it.

marca chancho
In Colombia to say counterfeit, brand pirate.

marcador central
In the sport of soccer, is the advocate closer goalkeeper and is its greater support.  It is usually the highest team. 
Central defender, central defender, Defense Center.

marcar
It means to sign, point, designate, highlight, indicate, label.  It also means emphasizing, highlighting, highlighting, or
registering.  Another meaning is to disfigure, leave a scar or a signal that is not erased.  In sport stand by an opponent to
neutralize their action.  Control. 

marcario
It means relative to the marks, marquillas or labels.  In legal and commercial terms it is related to registered trademarks,
whose names cannot be used by others in similar products.  In Commercial Law, relating to trademarks.  Relating to the
distinctive signs of a company and identifying its products. 

marchanta
In Bogota, name given to housewives who will make market to squares or galleries.  In other parts of America, woman
who is engaged in the trade of works of art.

marchitasen
Action or effect of wilting. Let dry, that have been dehydrated or dry due to lack of irrigation.



marchito
It means dry, lacking moisture.  It also means decayed, ajado, exhausted, mustio.  Old, wrinkled, lacking softness,
unfathomable. 

marciano
Relative to Mars, native of Mars.  It is used as a male name and is of Latin origin.  Name of an emperor of Byzantium. 
His full name was Flavius Marcian.  Name of Greek geographer of the fourth century.  His full name was Martian of
Heraclea.  Rocky Marciano, pugilist whose full name was Rocco Francis Marchegiano, who retired undefeated at the
heavyweights.  He was from the United States, of Italian origin.  Popular Peruvian ice cream, made from fruit juice. 

marco
Name of the old currency of Germany.  Name of male of Latin origin .  It means tough, combative, man determined to
fight or protector.  This name is derived from Mars, god of war and combat (and spring and youth).  There are many
variants of the name : Marcos , Marc , Marcio , Marcelo , Marcellin , Martial .  Also the frame is the same box, square,
piece or stripe that surrounds or garnishs windows, doors or paintings.  It borders, surrounds or limits a square.  Piece,
usually made of wood that protects a paint.

marco
Name of the old currency of Germany.  Name of male of Latin origin .  It means tough, combative, man determined to
fight or protector.  This name is derived from Mars, god of war and combat (and spring and youth).  There are many
variants of the name : Marcos , Marc , Marcio , Marcelo , Marcellin , Martial .  Also the frame is the same box, square,
piece or stripe that surrounds or garnishs windows, doors or paintings.  It borders, surrounds or limits a square.  Piece,
usually made of wood that protects a paint.  According to the World Meteorological Organization, name assigned to the
possible 13th Atlantic hurricane of the 2020 season and which could form in mid-September.

marco teorico
theoretical framework is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Marco theoretician." being its meaning:<br>The
concept of theoretical framework is directly related to the investigation and, therefore, with the science. Theoretical
framework means the set of ideas, procedures and theories that are used by a researcher to carry to term its activity. In
theory.

marcus graf von babenhausen
Marcus graf von babenhausen is incorrectly written and should be written as "Marcus graf von Babenhausen." being its
meaning:<br>Marcus graf von Babenhausen, is in German. In Spanish it is frame count of Babenhausen.Graf is the title
of nobility which corresponds to count.

mardano
Breeding male in sheep breeding.  Breeding male sheep or stepfather, sheep breeding stallion.  It is also used to serve
a tingling or a morueco.  These are terms used in Spain. 

mareado
In Colombia it means fading or discolored.  It also means affected by a vahyde or vertigo.  Vanished, passed out. 
Another meaning in Colombia is annoying, annoying, uncomfortable, annoyed.

mareal
It means related to tides and swells.  It depends on the high or low tides of the sea.



marejada
Very strong swell of the sea.  Strong advance of the sea waters over the coasts in a storm.  It also means rumor,
murmuring or exaltation, nervousness.

maremágnum
In Colombia we use the term to indicate chaos, confusion, anarchy, disorder.

maremoto
It is the name of a violent agitation of the waters of the sea, usually caused by shaking of the bottom. 

marenga
Person who cares for the horses, nurse of the stables.

marengo
In Colombia, was the name of a former Hacienda of Bogotá.  Nowadays, with the same name it is a center of agricultural
research and belongs to the National University.  The name of an Italian town in the foothills.  It is also a surname of
Italian origin, which exists in several South American countries.  It is the name of several towns in the United States
(Illinois, Iowa, Alabama, Wisconsin, Indiana).  Manuel Marengo was a Peruvian footballer who played in central defence.

marenquera
It is another name that receives an edible tuber plant, which belongs to the family Asteraceae.  It is also named after
cotufa, tupinambo, potato, Jerusalem artichoke or pataca.  Its scientific name is Helianthus tuberosus.

mareos
Plural of dizziness .  Vahydes, vertigo.  It means they suffer from fainting or fainting.

mareta
In Colombia it is a way of calling the very strong waves of the sea, caused by strong winds.  Tumbling, tidal wave. 

mareta sorda
In Colombia it is the swell that does not burst or be a swell of the silent sea.  Water ripples are produced by gentle
winds.

marfik
It is the name of a star in the constellation Ophiuchus.  It means the elbow and the term is of Arabic origin.  It is also
known as Lambda Oph.  Lambda Ophiuchi, 10 Ophiuchi or HD 148857.  It is sometimes called Marsik, but this is also
the name of another star other than Hercules. 

marfil
Shade of color that results from combining yellow and white.  The name of a natural matter of white or yellowish-white
color that occurs in the teeth of many vertebrates.  Matter that constitutes the large teeth of mammals such as the
elephant, walrus and hippopotamus.  Common name of a tree in Colombia, also known as Arenillo blanco, marupá,
paloblanco, olive, simaruba or tara.  Its scientific name is Simaruba amara and it belongs to the Family Simaroubaceae. 
It is made of very fine wood.  In Africa there is also a timber tree called ivory or red ivory.  It corresponds to Berchemia
zeyheri, of the family Rhamnaceae.  It is found in forests of Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Botswana and South Africa. 



marfil vegetal
In Colombia it is a way of calling the tagua, which is a plant material widely used in handicrafts.  It is also called yarina,
ivory nut.  It is obtained from several palm trees of the genus Phytelephas (Phytelephas aequatorialis, Phytelephas
macrocarpa, Phytelephas seemannii), of the family Arecaceae. 

marga
Both Marga and Margoth are affectionate ways of calling a woman named Margaret.  In geology it is a type of
sedimentary rock, gray in color, composed mainly of calcium carbonate and clay.  It is usually deposited in marine and
lacustrine environments.  Arenal , sand. 

margal
Name given to a land where loam, grass or weed abounds.  It is also one of the common names of a small feline also
known as tigrillo, margal cat, margay cat, margay, maracayá, yaguatirica, caucel or tiger cat.  Its scientific name is
Leopardus wiedii.  It belongs to the felidae family and is found in America from Mexico to Argentina. 

margaret
It is the English variant of the female name Margarita, which in turn is of Latin origin and means pearl.  Name of a
princess of the United Kingdom, sister of Queen Elizabeth. 

margarita
It is the name of a Caribbean island, which belongs to Venezuela.  It is a name of Latin origin woman and means
beautiful like a Pearl.  It is also the name of a plant and its flower, of the family Asteraceae, its scientific name is Bellis
perennis.  It is also known by the names of pascueta, magarza, bromus, Comfrey.  Margaret is a very commonly known
cocktail, made with tequila, triple sec and lime or lemon juice.  Michelado can be served.  Glass or Cup that cocktails are
served.

margarito
It is a name of male used in Mexico.  It is the male version of Margarita, which means cute like a Pearl.  Therefore
Margarito can mean beautiful like a Pearl.  In Mexico, is also surname.

margay
It is one of the common names of an American feline.  It is also known as tigrillo, maracayá, yaguatirica, caucel or tiger
cat.  Its scientific name is Leopardus wiedii.  It belongs to the family Felidae. 

marginal
You want to say that it is at the edges, limits, on the sidelines.  That it has been separated, isolated, discriminated
against.  Border.

margrave
Noble title that in Germany is equivalent to Marquis .  In German the term is Markgraf, which would mean border or
boundary of the Count. 

margraviato
Territory in which a Marquis or Marquise dominates.  Also form of government or domain where the authority is a
Marquis or a Marquise. 



margravina
It is a noble title used in Germany that is equivalent to Marquise.  Wife of the Marquis or Margrave. 

mariachi
It is a type of music, a type of typical dance and a typical Mexican musical group.  They are characterized by their
charros attire and by performing ranchera music.  The guitarron and vihuela stand out in the ensemble.

marialita
It is a mineral found near Naples and which is also called mizzonita.  It is a tetrahedral structure silicate.

marianna
The correct term is Marianna Mariana ( 41 own name;.  It is a variant of Marian, Marianella, Mariana.  It is a woman's
name, formed with the contraction of the names Maria ( The ejegida by Dios ) and Ana ( Full of grace ).  It has biblical
origins.

mariano
It means dedicated to Mary.  Devout of Mary.  Related to Mary Most Holy, Mother of Jesus and her worship. 
Concerning Mario.  Name of male of Latin origin, derived from Maria .  It is also an Italian surname of Etruscan origin.

maribárbola
Name of one of Las Meninas painted by Velázquez (the Sevillian Diego Rodríguez de Silva y Velázquez).  She was
dwarf and German.  Her real name was Maria Barbara Asquín. 

maricadita
In the language colloquial Colombian means triviality, rubbish, pendejada insignificant thing, of little value or
unimportant.  significant.

maricilla
Maricilla, is the affectionate way and family what we call Mary ( Diminutive form of Mary ). However I know a person of
my city is called Maricilla Rodriguez, who is also the name of that form. In Italy there is also Maricilla as a name and as a
surname.

maricotas
Plural of maricota .  It means whining, whining, complaining too much. 

maridos
Want to tell spouses, spouses.  Plural of husband.

mariflor
In Panama means effeminate, homosexual.  Mariflor is the name of a pink novel by the Spanish writer María Josefa
Fornovi Martínez, who signs under the pseudonym J.  M.  Chiampos.  Mariflor or Mary Flor, is a female compound
name.

mariguí



The Marigui is a tiny mosquito that bites fairly and can be infectious.  In Colombia we say Midge.  It has the scientific
name of Simulia philippi.  Attacks especially at sunset.

marijuanero
Consumer of marijuana or marijuana.  .

mariluz
Although it can be considered a mixture of two names (Maria and Light), it can also be thought of as one.  Others
consider it to be the name of Maria de la Luz cut out.  As a mixture of names, it is formed by Mary, which means the
chosen one, the one loved by God and Light, which means the one who is clear, the one who shines, the one who
illuminates, the one who gives clarity.  Mariluz is also the stage name of a Colombian-Spanish ballad singer, whose real
name is María De La Luz Barrera Vinales. 

marimba
In Colombia it is a percussion instrument made with several elongated tablets, of different sizes and placed from highest
to lowest on a platform.  It is very characteristic of the Pacific and especially used by black communities.  The most
commonly used are chonta.  The word is of Bantu origin and means many bars or tablets.  It is very similar to a
xylophone.

marimbero
Person or musician who plays the marimba .  In Colombia, a person who traffics in marijuana. 

marimosdas
marimosdas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Marimondas" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
marimondas. It is one of the multiple forms of calling the spider monkey ( Ateles sp.  ). Ateles means no thumb. In
Barranquilla says Ateles mocking someone, teases and resourced ( ) poor. The marimondas are also of the Barranquilla
Carnival dancers carrying a few caps on the head with Dried apricots, characteristic large eyes and a long nose.

marin
Marin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Marin" being its meaning:<br>Marin is the name of a Spanish town
in Pontevedra. It is also a municipality in Nuevo Leon Mexico. Marin is a surname of Italian origin and exists in several
Latin American countries.

marina
A country's naval force.  Navy.  Site where the yachts are docked.  Port.  Concerning or related to the sea.  Name of
woman of Latin origin and means that loves the sea.

mariner
Mariner is the name of a space program which had NASA before traveling to the Moon, of vehicles sent to Venus, Mars
and mercury.  Name of Nasa space capsules, also means Member of the Marine Corps.  Marine, sailor.

marino
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means the one who comes from the sea.  relating to the sea, related to the sea.  That
belongs to the sea or lives in the sea.  Person who works on ships.  Sailor. 



mario nombre
Mario name is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mario" being its meaning:<br>Mario is a male name. It
means men's. It is of Latin origin.

marion
Marion is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Marion; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Marion ( 41 own name;.  Marion is the name of an ancient city State in Cyprus.  It is the name of at least 25 cities
and about 5 counties in the United States.  It is a woman's name and a French surname.

marioneta
Doll or person who makes maromas.  Cloth doll that is artistically handled by wires.  Weak person of character.  Person
who lets himself be manipulated easily.  You can also call puppet exercise, movement or turn difficult to execute and
requiring dexterity, agility and elasticity.  Polychinelle, puppet, doll, pelele, monigot, tipejo, maroma.

maripis
It is the same as tennis, sports footwear, fabric or canvas shoes.

mariposa monarca
Well known Butterfly in North America, which is migratory.  Its scientific name is Danaus plexippus and belongs to the
family Nymphalidae.  The monarch butterfly is easily recognized by its black and orange colors.

mariposo
Name that in some regions is given to the tigrillo, a feline of medium size.  Tigrillo mariposo , leopard mariposo .  Its
scientific name is Leopardus tigrinus and it belongs to the felidae family.  It is nocturnal habits.  Also in Colombia it is a
way of referring to an effeminate. 

mariposón
On the north coast of Colombia means effeminate, amanerado.  gay.

mariquiar
In Colombia of form colloquial and vulgar is doing nothing, wasting time, loitering, BJ rooster, hanging, laze, laze,
pendejear.

mariquita
It is the name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Tolima.  Diminutive of faggot.  It is also one of
the common names given to coleoptera insects in the family Coccinellidae.  They are also known as catarines, chinitas
conchuelas, coconuts or Vaquitas of San Antonio.  They are very useful in pest control. 

mariquitas
Plural of Ladybug.  It is another common form of call catita, Antón, Sweety, or coquito vaquita.  It is an insect that is
used in biological control.  It belongs to the family Coccinellidae.

mariquito
He is says so in colloquial way male ladybugs, kind of small, also known as comfortably, pebbles, Coleoptera, vaquita
from San Antonio, they belong to Coccinelidae family.  She also is synonymous with mariconcito, effeminate.



maris
Name of a Ugrofinesan village that inhabits the banks of the Volga.  They are native to the Russian Republic of Mari-El. 
They are also called cheremis which in native languages means warriors or bad.  Maris was another of the gods of
Etruscan mythology.  He was depicted as a baby or a child (usually a shepherd).  He was the god of fertility, agriculture
and livestock.  He was the son of Hercle (Hercules) and Menrva (Minerva).

marisabidillo
It means that he boasts of a scholar, who boasts a lot of knowledge and know everything.  Know-it-all, wise guy.

marisca
In Colombia means dams collected during a hunt.  Product of hunting.  Animals of mount that are hunted for
consumption.

mariscal
It is a military-grade that no longer exists in Colombia.  Maximum degree of the militia.

mariscos
Seafood.  In Gastronomy is the name given to every marine animal invertebrate and edible.  It usually refers to molluscs
and crustaceans.

marismas
It is the plural of marshland.  In Colombia we say marshes at sites where brackish sea water and fresh water mingle. 
They are usually affected by the rise and fall of tides.  It means swamp, Marsh, swamp, pond, lagoon.

marismo
It is one of the common names of a forage shrub in the family Quenopodicaeae (or Chenopodiaceae).  It receives other
common names such as orzaga, armuelle, alimo, salgada, salgadera, sagra, salty, white-salted.  Its scientific name is
Atriplex halimus. 

marisol
Marisol is incorrectly written and should be written as "Marisol ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's
name, union of Mary and Sun means the chosen by God and that has a faith that lights up. Name of famous Spanish
singer.

maritorio
Extension of marine waters, which belong to a country (Chile).  Territorial waters of a nation .  Territorial sea .  Sea of
exclusive economic activity.  The term is included in the Chilean Constitution. 

maría
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means full of grace.  It also means the elect, the beloved of God.  Name of
the Blessed Virgin, Mother of Jesus.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality, in the Province of Almería.  It is the name
of one asteroid 170.  Name of a song by Ricky Martin .  Type of food cooking, invented by Mary the Jewess an ancient
Greek alchemist (it is known as a bain-marie). 

maría eugenia



It is a compound name of woman widely used in the Hispanic world.  Mary means the full of grace, the chosen one, the
much loved (Biblical origin) and Eugenia, the one of Noble origin (Greek origin).  Name of several very popular
neighborhoods in Colombian cities (Tunja, Santa Marta, Bogotá, Ibagué, Cali, Bucaramanga, Buenaventura, among
others) named after María Eugenia Rojas de Moreno, the daughter of General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla.  Most were
originated in invasions. 

marítimo
Relative to the sea.  Belonging to the sea.  Marino.

marjal
Low and swampy terrain.  Cenagal, chucua, swamp.  Agricultural measure or area used in Spain, which is equivalent to
5 areas 25 centiareas or 100 states of Granada. 

markab
It is the name of a star in the constellation Pegasus.  It is also known as Alpha Pegasi, Alpha Peg or 54 Pegasi.   In
Arabic it means horse shoulder or horse saddle. 

markeb
Markeb or Markab, is the Arabic name used for the star Alpha Pegasi of the constellation Pegasus.  It is also called
Alpha Peg or 54 Pegasi.  It can mean horse saddle or horse shoulder. 

marketinera
Woman dedicated to marketing, merchant.  Person who is dedicated to marketing.  It's a far-fetched term we shouldn't
use.  It derives from the English word marketing which means marketing. 

marlboro
Windham County, Vermont, is the name of a town in Windham County, Vermont.  Name of an American brand of
cigarettes.  The name was taken from an old London street (Marlborough).   It was the first filtered cigarette. 

marle
The name of a character is anime Chrono Trigger (a video game), represented by a young, determined, lively and
optimistic.  Use of weapon a crossbow.

marlene
It is a woman's name that comes from uniting Mary and Elena.  It has as variants Marlen, Marleny, Marlena.  It means
Woman full of grace and torch.  Name of German film actress, named Marlene Dietrich.  Asteroid name, named in honor
of the aforementioned actress. 

marley
It is a surname of English origin.  Surname of Jamaican musician very famous and reference of The Rastafarian culture. 
His full name was Robert Nesta Marley and he was well known as Bob Marley.  Maximum reference of Reggae music. 
Name of a TV presenter in Argentina, whose real name is Alejandro Wiebe.  Marley is a very frequent surname among
Jamaican musicians.

marlín



The name of one of the most famous magicians.  Spanish municipality.

marlu
In Sevilla, Spain is a wholesale distributor of stationery, office and data processing.  It is also the name of a few shops
(new Rome).  In Colombia is a colloquial and family way of calling women who are called Maria Luisa or Martha Lucia.  
Rome is also the name of a program for students with visual deficit of 0-6 years, its authors are to. (F).  Lucas Perez, M.
(C).  Martínez Martínez (MARLU is the apocope of the surnames Martinez and Luke).

marmaja
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to the money, the currency or wealth.  In mineralogy is a bright yellowish,
also called fool gold iron sulfide.  Pyrite.

marmajear
Mining it is iron sulfide, as it has bright yellow tones, also called fake gold, poor gold or gold of the bobo. In Colombia
means also count the marmaja or count the money.

marmita
It is a similar to a pot, vessel, vessel cooking utensil.  Pot, perol, saucepan, pot, Pan, pot, stew.

marmolero
Who owns a marble store or works in a marble shop.  Person who works with marble.  Set of marble plates. 

marmota
In Colombia is synonymous with slow, pachyderm, sluggish, phlegmatic, moroso, Meeker, parsimonious.  It is a
mammal, rodent of the family Sciuridae.  Its scientific name is Marmota marmota (common Marmot).  Marmot is also the
name of a genus of rodent in the Sciuridae family.

marmotera
It is a way of calling a cap, dike, dam or stopper usually of branches and leaves or sometimes of bundles with sand,
which are used to contain and derive the irrigation waters in a channel.

marmóreo
It means that it is similar or having the qualities of marble.   It is also the fat that appears within a muscle.  Fatty tissue of
the meat.

marmulla
It is a word of German origin, meaning marble ( Marmul).  It is the name of an asteroid of the Flora group and its name is
due to its apparent constitution. 

marojo
Pyrenean oak is the same mistletoe, visco, or League.  Its scientific name is Vismun album.  It is a parasitic plants in the
family Santalaceae.

maromeaba



It means making ropes, performing acrobatics, balancing acts. Colombia uses the term " ropes " to do, to denote that to
achieve a purpose should be decision and be willing to make sacrifices. Get something is not free and plays to
overcome many disadvantages.

maromeros
A person who is dedicated to making ropes. Making functions of kites and acrobatics. Acrobats. jumping, pulseadores.

marón
In Egyptian mythology he was the companion of Osiris who perfected the cultivation of the vine.  Also in Zoology is the
common name of a marine fish, sturgeon.  In Livestock is a way to call the ram padrote or stallion.  Morueco.  In
Theology and Religion, it is the name of a Christian Saint and Martyr who was condemned to death in the time of Trajan.
 It was also the name of an anacoreta that in the 5th century established the Catholic Christian rite of the East.  Creator
of the Maronite Church.  In France there are two populations called Marón (Indre and Meurthe-Mosela).

marquesia
Marquesia is a genus in the botanical taxonomy of flowering plants belonging to the family Dypterocarpaceae, subfamily
Monotoideae ( there are only two recognized species and they are Africa ). They are large and leafy, trees with leathery
leaves and very aromatic flower cluster.

marquesita
It is a diminutive of Marquise.  Yucatec sweet appetizer, waffle.

marquinha
marquinha is incorrectly written and should be written as "marquinha perfeita" being its meaning:<br>It is not a word in
the Spanish language, but Portuguese. The complete phrase is " To marquinha perfeita ": a perfect hash. It refers to a
new and dangerous fashion of sunbathing in Brazil, using only duct tape or adhesive bandage, allowing in the form of
very small bikini delineate the contrast of tanned skin and the white. They usually used the terraces of buildings, there is
a risk of cancer in the skin.

marraco
Pig or stallion .  Father of the herd or litter of piglets.  Pig, piglet, piglet. 

marrajo
It means matrero, treacherous.  Attacking with concealment.  Cunning, cheats, con artist.  It is also a kind of treacherous
and very aggressive shark.  It is also called mako or maco.  Its scientific name is Isurus oxyrinchus and belongs to the
family Lamnidae.  They have a very impressive set of teeth.

marramucias
marramucias is incorrectly written and should be written as "Marramucias or marramuncias" being its
meaning:<br>Marramucias ( or marramuncias ) It is a word used in Colombia and Venezuela, which means to make a
profit by means of cunning, tricks, traps, deceptions and scams. Scams.

marrana
Female pig or marrano .  Amount of money, usually stolen and distributed by criminals.  Cash loot.  In Music it is the
name of a membranóphone instrument, which is also called zambumbia.  It is made on half of a dried zucchini. 



marranear
In Colombia it means doing what you want, no matter what others think.  Act freely and deliberately, laze around. 
Raising pigs . 

marranera
Site or pen where pigs or pigs are raised.  Pigsty.  By extension very dirty and messy site.  Pig or pig farm. 

marranito
In Colombia small pig.  Piglet, piglet.  It is also a piggy bank usually terracotta.

marrano
In Colombia and in colloquial way, person that always loses in the games of pool or cards.  Victim of the gamblers. 
Paganini.  It is another way to call the pig, pig or piglet.

marranote
Marrano augmentative .  It means pig or big pork, big pig.  Piglet.  gochote, pork, marranazo.

marraqueta
In Chile is beaten bread or it is also called French bread.  It is also the name of a Chilean jazz band, in other South
American countries is called battle bread or ordinary bread (Peru, Bolivia).

marras
In Colombia we use it as an adverb of time, which indicates that something happened for quite some time.

marrasca
It is the name of a variety of cherry, with which a liqueur called maraschino is made.

marro
It's a children's game, also called catch me if you can or freedom.  It's a turning of marar, which means erring,
committing weeds, making mistakes. 

marronero
It literally means that he likes to pull hair to others.  You want to say problematic, bully, confrontational, aggressive,
camorrero.

marroñero
Lazy person, who is lazy, who does not like to work or do his homework.  What makes marroña.  Haragán, idle, drone,
lazy, gandul. 

marroquinera
Factory of elaborated products is leather.  Relating to the leather industry.  Person who is dedicated to making leather
products. 



marroso
In Central America, and especially in Costarrica it means acrid, taste or smell.  Rancid, rust, rust.  In Brazil is a surname.

marrotar
It means spending without measure.  Act as a spendthrift.  Waste, squander, waste, waste.

marrón
Brown is a color, similar to coffee.  Coffee, chestnut, siena, brown.

marrónido
Similar in color to brown.  Also tan or brown complexion person.  Tanned.  It is considered a derogatory. 

marrua
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  It refers to the brown color.

marruecos
Name of a country in North Africa and whose capital is Rabat.  Name of Neighborhoods in San Juan de Puerto Rico and
in Bogotá.  Name of Spanish newspaper that was published in Tetouan and circulated between 1943 and 1945.  It was
replaced by the Journal of Africa.  Name of a film directed by Josef von Sternberg in 1930. 

marrulla
A marrullero action.  It means trap, timo, deception, advantage, ruse, ruse, Picardy.

marrullería
It means trickster or malicious action.  Mana, trickery, cunning, trap, truhanería.

marrullero
In Colombia is a trickster, mañosa, advantageous.  It means ladino, scammer, rogue, exploited, shrewd.

marruñeco
Disabled, unqualified, which requires support for basic things.

marsala
Marsala is incorrectly written and it should be written as Marsala ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Marsala.  It is the name of an Italian town in Sicily.  Wine brand stale Italian with protected designation of origin in
the same region.  It is also a result from the combination of red, Brown, Bordeaux and pink color; Marsala colour has a
specific code: Pantone 18-1438 and was considered the color of the year 2015.

marsic
Marsic, Marsico or Marsian is a diamoric orientation for non-binary individuals who are attracted exclusively to men,
individuals aligned with men, related to man and Solarians.  It is used in replacement of androsexual.  Non-binary
person.  It is also the name of a star in the constellation Hercules. 



marsic
Marsic, Marsico or Marsian is a diamoric orientation for non-binary individuals who are attracted exclusively to men,
individuals aligned with men, related to man and Solarians.  It is used in replacement of androsexual.  Non-binary
person.  It is also the name of a star in the constellation Hercules.  Marsic is also a Slovenian surname.  Surname of a
Locen painter whose full name is Cveto Marsic.  

marsopa
In Latin it means sea pigs.  It is the common name for a dolphin-like marine cetacean.  Its scientific name of the common
porpoise is Phocoena phocoena and belongs to the family Phocoenidae .  There are 5 species of porpoises.

marsopas
Porpoise in latin means sea pigs.  They are a few marine mammals of the family Phocoenidae ( Spanish form in
Focoenidos ).  They are the smaller cetaceao that exist.  Its scientific name is Phocoena phocoena ( 41 common
porpoise;.  There are 3 genera and 6 species of porpoises.

marsupial
It is a class of mammalian animals that raise their offspring in a pouch called a marsupium and where the breasts are
located.  This bag acts as an incubator chamber.  These animals are also called metatherians. 

marsupio
In Zoology it is the name of the pouch possessed by marsupials where they carry their young in the initial stage of
development.  The marsupium acts as an incubation chamber. 

marta
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It means the one that reigns in the home.  It is also the common name of a small
carnivorous animal.  There are species of marten in Europe and the Americas with several subspecies, It belongs to the
family Mustelidae.  The European species has the scientific name Tuesday Tuesday and the American species is
American Tuesday.  It is also the name of an asteroid. 

martajera
It is another of the names given to a mud coffer or batting, which is used to grind grains.  Chorote, vessel, gamella. 

martelinar
It means applying martelin to concrete or marble.  Martelin is a tool used to make a surface porous.  It is also a painting
technique in which marmolina is used or applied or a special painting called martelin.  Textured coating with special
paint.  Porosear, stucar, amartelar. 

martillo de percusion
percussion hammer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Hammer percussion." being its meaning:<br>It is a
heavy tool used in construction to install or sow piles. There are many kinds of hammers of percussion and very different
sizes. The small small end of rubber using is also a percussion hammer the doctor to measure reflex arcs of a patient.

martines
It is the plural of Martin.  Birds that are very agile to catch fish on the fly.  It is also a surname, other than Martinez.  The
plural of Kingfisher (bird) should be kingfishers.



martinez
Martinez is a very common surname in Colombia.  Martin is the patronym of Martinez.  It is the name of uh 40 California
municipality; United States ) and a railway station in Santiago de Chile.

martini
It is a surname of Italian origin, from the Turin region.  Name of an Italian wine brand.  Essentially vermouth, bitter and
sparkling trades.   Name of a very simple cocktail to prepare containing gin and a drizzle of vermouth.   Surname of
Italian entrepreneur Alessandro Martini, founder of the Martini and Rossi wine company. 

martirio
Torture, anguish, physical pain.  Suffering suffered by the martyrs for religious persecutions.  Ordeal, torment, ordeal. 

marucha
In Colombia it is a way of calling a woman named Maria.  It is a form of derogatory treatment towards service employees
(it is already little used). 

marueco
Breeding male in sheep breeding.  Breeding male sheep or stepfather, sheep breeding stallion.  It is also used morueco.

marullo
Maruyo is also used.  It means waves, mareta, movement of the surface of the water caused by the wind.  Also in some
parts it is a way of calling lettuce. 

marulo
It's the same as mareta.  Movement of the waves caused by a strong or stormy wind.  Breaker.  Nickname of a former
Colombian drug trafficker, whose real name is Fernando Marulanda Trujillo.  It can also mean mind, brain, intelligence,
head. 

marushi
It is one of the common names of an edible fruit shrub.  It is also known as nananche, noro, nance, nancite, nanche or
changunga.  Its scientific name is Byrsonima crassifolia and belongs to the family Malpighiaceae.

maruyo
Marullo is also used.  It means waves, mareta, movement of the surface of the water caused by the wind.  Also in some
parts it is a way of calling lettuce. 

maryuri
It is a variant in Latin America of the woman's name Marjorie, which is of German origin.  He wants to decri beautiful
woman, who is beautiful.  Variants: pearl , Margarita . 

mas
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of an Argentine footballer named Oscar "El Pinino" Mas .  In Catalonia and
Valencia to a cultivated land or traditional agricultural farm.



mas sabe el diablo por viejo que por diablo
It is a maxim of our grandparents, to indicate that the experience is not improvised and that we must attend to the advice
of the older or experienced.  That every learning requires a process.  They also tell one to comfort him "quiet millet, that
no one is born learned".

masa
Large group of people, crowd.  Product with which are roasted to be arepas, after cooking the corn and grind it. 
Consistent and uniform mixture of a solid softened and crumbled.

masacotudo
The correct term is mazacotudo.  In Colombia to say very thick, sticky, goop, as a mass, such as PuTTY, as mazacote,
like pasta, mushy.  Lumpy, grumoso.  It looks like concrete or mortar.

masacuata
It's the name of an American constrictor snake.  In some parts they call it "deer head", in fact the word masacuata is of
Nahuatl origin and that is its meaning ( mass : deer and coatl;serpeinte).  They also call it mazacuata.  Name of a
Mexican legend about a gigantic snake.  Boa species from Central America.

masar
Massing or masarear means paying, especially a debt.  Fulfilling a commitment made. 

masato
In Colombia it is a drink that is prepared with ground and fermented rice.  It usually has sugar, cloves and cinnamon.

masca afrecho
In Colombia, Bran is the same as bran or husk of a cereal.  It says mascafrecho or chewing bran of low self-esteem, not
person, very shy or someone who is very despised by others.

mascachapas
In Spain it means that he speaks a lot and without having arguments.

mascafrecho
In Colombia it means dumb, sonso, dumb, dumb, beast, idiot.  It can also mean animal.  Anyway it's a pejorative term.

mascara
The correct term is mask (with accent).  Mean mask, mask, mask, costume, cover and deception, dissimulation,
makeup, mascara.

mascaradas
Plural masquerade.  It means costume celebration.  Party to which all your assistants are masked or disguised.  Party
with masks or face masks.  It can also mean appearances.

mascarillero
It may refer to a person who uses a mask, barbijo, or water cover. 



mascogos
Black Maroons who escaped from slavery in the United States and settled in Coahuila, Mexico.  Afromexicano,
afrosemicola.  Of origin or who speaks muscogee or Muscogee.

mascota
It means pet.  Amulet, person, animal or thing that supposedly gives good luck.  Homemade animal .  Talisman, fetish,
idolillo. 

mascual
It is a reduced form of saying " More, which at least all that silence have ". It means that we must always be discreet,
because we all make mistakes. It is part of the popular proverb of our grandparents. Almost no longer be heard.

masculinicidio
It's a way of calling a man's murder, just because he's a man.  It is usually caused by your own partner or spouse.  In
any circumstance it can also be called homicide.

masculinidad
Quality of the male .  A greater or lesser degree that characterizes the male gender. 

masculino
It means relative, related or belonging to the strong or male sex.  It is the antonym of feminine.  Male, relative to men,
proper to men, relative to males, males. 

mascullador
Person who mumpers.  It means he mumbling, whispering, rumouring, bluffing.  Farfullr, whisperer, murmuring.  He
speaks quietly or underground, but he doesn't have the fortitude to say things head-on.

mascullando
It is an inflection of mumble. It means mascujar, sputter, murmur, chewing, biting. Speak in a very low, almost inaudible
voice. Talk between teeth.

mashadah
It's another way to call the Palestinian handkerchief.  It is also called yasmak, kufiya, sudra or shemagh (shimag).  It is
used to cover the head.

masicotita
It is one of the names that receives a mineral.  It's essentially a lead oxide.  It can also be called mascicolite.  In ancient
times the names of almartaga, litargirio and masicot were received.

masis
It is a village of Armenia in the province of Ararat.

masisi
In Haiti means effeminate, queer.



masista
In Bolivia, is designated as MAS to the follower of the M.A.S., belonging to this political movement. M.A.S. is "
Movement to socialism " directed by Juan Evo Morales Ayma, Bolivia's current President.

masisto
Masisto or Masistes, was the name of one of the sons of the Persian King Darius.   It was also given the names
Masistes or Masistás.  He was the brother of Xerxes I and was Satrap in Bactriana.

masitinib
It is a veterinary medicine.  It is usually used for the treatment of mastocytomas in dogs and cats (it is a type of skin
cancer).  It has been proposed as a possible beneficial drug in the treatment of Covid. 

masmello
masmello is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Masmelo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Masmelo.  It
comes from the English word Marshmallow which means Marshmallow.  It is a mixture of water, sugar and gelatin to
make flavored sweets.

masna
Masna is incorrectly written and should be written as "Masna or more na." being its meaning:<br>It is a Caribbean slang
way of referring to do nothing, to engage in leisure. More nothing. Nothing else.

masnate
I think that they ask for Tycoon, if so, means outstanding and very rich man.  Very important person in the middle of the
industry.  Rich person and the nobility.  Name of a singer of Puerto Rican Reggaeton, called Ramon Robledo Nunez.

masoca
Person who enjoys difficult, unpleasant or painful situations.  Person who achieves arousal and satisfaction only based
on self-pain, domination and subjugation.  In colloquial masochistic language.

masocracia
Can be considered synonymous with democracy but in reality it is 40 power; not the Government ) mass, unlearned or
crowd but that does not in fact rule. It is the great defect of democracy, because it earns a majority of either legal or
illegal and subjected to a large minority, especially when the village is very polarized. Democracy is not such, when the
town doesn't have the free ability to discern or intellectual capacity to choose.

masquil
It is a word of Hebrew origin which means teaching, instruction, instructional singing.

mass
It is a word of the English language that means mass, mole or also mass.  In Peru it is a chain of stores that does many
promotions.  It is also short for Massachusetts, one of the smallest and most historic states in the United States.  It is
also a surname of English origin, although it is disputed whether it is also German or Austrian.  Name of an old volume
measurement used in Germany (Austro-Bavarian region), which is used to measure beer.  It was equivalent to 1, 069
liters, but today it is considered equal to the Liter.  Acronym used by a Spanish political party, which corresponds to the
Social Alternative Movement. 



massalia
Ancient name in Greek of the city of Marseille .  Name of a Greek settlement, port over the Mediterranean Sea, located
where the French city of Marcella is currently located.  Name of an asteroid that was initially intended to be called
Themis. 

massinga
Massinga is the name of a beach and a rural district of Inhambane province, on the southern coast of Mozambique. 
Massinga is about 650 kilometers north of Maputo.

massinga-
The script is left over.  Massinga is the name of a district and a beach in Mozambique.  It belongs to the Province of
Inhambane.  It is a place where there is a high infant mortality rate, especially due to malaria.   It is also the name of an
asteroid (760). 

mastectomizar
It's the action of doing mastectomies.  It means amputating or closing your breasts. 

mastin
The correct term in Spanish is Mastiff, with tilde.  It is a kind or breed of dog of good size, usually intended for the care of
cattle.  Mastiff, without accent, is an English word which means the same thing.

mastitis
It is a disease or ailment that affects female mammals, especially that gives to cows.  in Veterinary is the inflammation of
the udders or tits.  Inflammation of the mammary glands.

mastoidalgia
In medicine: Pain in the mastoid region, or in the bony prominence located behind the ears.

mastranto
It is the common name of a very fragrant plant of the Llanos Orientales de Colombia, which abounds in the savannas. 
Its scientific name is Mentha suaveolens and belongs to the family Lamiaceae (genus Mentha).  It is toxic and
abortifacient for livestock.  It has medicinal uses in dose moderated to menstruation.  Also referred to as it candar it. 
horehound, applemint, matapulgas.

mastranzo
It is one of the common names of the mastranto, also known as horehound, s'candalo, matapulgas, or berdonia.  Its
scientific name is Mentha suaveolens is the family Lamiaceae.  It is a plant of stubble in the Colombian llaneras
savannas and is very fragrant.  It has medicinal uses, it can be toxic and abortifacient.

mata de infierno
It is one of the many names given to a poisonous plant belonging to the genus Datura and the family Solanaceae.  It is
known as estramonium, chumbera, malhuele, trumpet, hedionda, tartar.  Its scientific name is Datura stramonium.  It has
medicinal uses. 

mata guaguas



In Colombia is synonymous with Hunter or poacher.

mataburros
Metallic element that is prepended to the bomperes or the vehicles bumper to protect them.  Rigid defense, usually
tubes, for off-road vehicles.

matacán
In Architecture it is a type of solid, cantilevered and covered box built on a wall, a tower or rampart, or a cantilever of
continuous form over the crown of the same.  Its purpose is to strengthen the defense against the enemy's attack. 
Poison made to kill or poison dogs.  Brute, rude and ignorant person.  Also in Botany it is one of the common names of a
toxic plant, also known as Lechous Runner, Squamous, False Squade, Squamous, Dog Bean, Kidney Bean.  Its
scientific name is Cynanchum acutum of the family Apocynaceae.  It's a vine. 

matachín
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima is a costume that is used in village festivals, appearing a scare
or ghost.  The costume is made with many strips of colorful fabrics and with a mask that scares.  Diminutive of matacho.

matacuaz
It refers to who is the assistant of a bricklayer.  Transporter or carrier assistant. 

matafiol
It is the same as matafion.  Boating is one of the ends that serve to make a candle.

matagusano
It is the singular of matagusanos.  It is the name of a veterinary product which is used to finish with the worms (larvae of
insects), in cattle and domestic animals.  It is also used to disinfect the navel of newborn animals.  Cicatrizant,
disinfectant and insect repellent.  Curabicheras.  It is one of the common names of the plant family Fabaceae Anthyllis
cytisoides.  It is also called SOAP dish, albaida, boja monteblanco.

matagusanos
It is the name of a veterinary product which is used to finish with the worms (larvae of insects).  It is also used to
disinfect the navel of newborn animals.  Cicatrizant, disinfectant and insect repellent.  Curabicheras.  It is one of the
common names of the plant family Fabaceae Anthyllis cytisoides.  It is also called SOAP dish, albaida, boja
monteblanco.

matahierba
In Colombia, it is the same as matamaleza.  Chemical used to eradicate harmful plants crops.

matalauva
It is one of the common names of the anise plant.  Also known as anise, green anise, matalahúva? or matalahúga .  Its
scientific name is Pimpinella anisum of the Apiaceae family.  It has food and medicinal uses.  It is native to Asia. 

matalote
It can mean donkey, brute.  Old horse that is no longer useful.  Rubbing, jaco, penco, jamelgo, tacparo.  Also the name
of a character played by Rubén Aguirre in Chespirito, simulating a very bad gunman.



matamaleza
It is a type of agrochemical that is used to remove weeds or broadleaf plants or herbs.  They are selective and can be of
residual action.  They may be pre-emerging or post-emerging.  They are also commonly called herbicides.

matanceros
It is the adjective of the born in Matanzas Cuba.  It is the name that refers to residents or with everything related to the
city of Matanzas in Cuba.

matanza
Action in which many deaths or casualties occur.  mortality.  Mass murder.  In the case of slaughter of many animals it is
called faenation.  Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Santander .  Spanish municipality
belonging to Castilla-León .  In Spain, there are many towns called La Matanza and in Peru there is a District called La
Matanza and it belongs to the Province of Morropón, Department of Piura. 

matapasiones
It means that it ends the libido or that it lessens the attraction.  That they are not sexy or sensual.  In Colombia it is a
way of calling underwear unattractive or traditional.  Usually long and cotton breeches and underpants. 

matar dos pajaros de un tiro
" Kill two birds with a single shot " It is an expression used in Colombia to say that two were ( or sometimes ) goals in a
single attempt. For example to visit asitencial to claim drug and at the same time to get an appointment. We also say " It
left me papaya ". Hump, luck, chepazo. Achieved incidentally several things that suit us at the same time.

matarife
In Colombia he is the person who is in charge of the slaughter of animals to highlight them.  It's also the one who sells
meat.  Butcher.

matarreyes
Nickname with which Jaime Lannister is known in game of Thrones (from the saga Song of Ice and Fire).  

matarse
It means suicide, kill themselves.  Colloquial way too hard, big sacrifice, superhuman effort.

matate
It means property, wealth, well that is possessed.  It is also the name of a bag or backpack for transporting food.  Bag. 

matatopo
It can be an electrical and pyrotechnic element that is used in gardens and orchards to remove moles.  He's got several
firecrackers.  It is also the name of a poisonous plant, the genus Datura and the family Solanaceae.  It is also known as
stromonium, scaremonths, tartar, mole flower.  Its scientific name is Datura stramonium. 

match ball
It means ball for match, last ball of the match.  Ball or point that winning a tennis player gives you the win.  If the match
ball is not obtained, the game continues. 



mate
Drink or infusion prepared daily by Argentines, Uruguayans and Paraguayans.  Final play of chess and declaring a
winner.  It is one of the common names of the yerba mate, ka'a or yerba of the Jesuits, whose scientific name is Ilex
paraguariensis, which belongs to the family Aquifoliaceae.  Final blow in a fight or in a military operation.  Inflection of
kill, which means finishing, deleting, suppressing, murdering.  As an adjective it means that it is opaque, that it lacks
brightness, off, blurry, lackluster, dimmed.  It does not reflect the light.

mateada
Gathering people to socialize drinking mate.  Matt tomata.  It is said be beverage containing Matt.

matear
In Argentina and all South American Southern Cone is consuming or preparing mate, drinking mate, prepare mate. 
Yerbear.  In Colombia is practice gardening, arrange the plants or fix the matas, either garden or a pot.  Multi-use.

matemática
Woman specialized in Mathematics.  It means that he knows a lot about numbers and that he knows how to do
calculations.  It means precise, exact, rigorous.  Chronometric, punctual. 

matemáticos
Mathematician plural .  People who have studied pure mathematics or mathematics.  A person who makes calculations,
and handles arithmetic with property.  Algebrista.  In Colombia it is used as a synonym for accuracy, accuracy,
punctuality, rigor.  Accurate, accurate, punctual, rigorous.

mateo
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means Gift of God.  Name of one of the twelve apostles. 

matesa
In Spain it is the acronym for Maquinaria Textil del Norte S. To.  It is the name of a major Spanish economic and political
scandal, popularly known as the Matesa Case, at the end of the Franco regime, consisting of a fraud by charging
incentives for fictitious exports of looms. 

mateus
It is the name of male of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means present or gift from God.  Derivative of Matthew.  In
Colombia it is also a surname of Greek origin, which formed lines in Portuguese, German, Spanish, Slovenian and
Italian.  The original surname was Mattaios.  The derived surnames are Matthias, Matheus, Mattea, Mateja. 

mathesis
It is a word of Greek origin that means science or learning.  It is also the name of an asteroid (454). 

matiado
In Colombia it means dull, that it has lost the shine.  Matting.  Also means sparse, sparse vegetation, of low density.

matificante
It means that it removes the shine, which opaques or gives a matte color to the paint. 



matilde
Matilde is incorrectly written and it should be written as Matilde ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Matilde.  It is a woman's name, of Germanic origin and means the Virgin Virgin with the power to combat,
combat-ready.  Variant.  Matilda.

matildita
Diminutive of Matilde or Matilda.  It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means Virgin with power is the combat.

matinal
It means it relates to the morning or occurs in the morning.  What happens before noon.  Morning ( a ) , morning ( a ) .

matios
It is the surname of the Chief Military Prosecutor of Ukraine.  His full name is Anatolii Vasylyovych Matios (Anatolii
Matios).  He also holds the position of Prosecutor General adjunct of Ukraine from June 27, 2014.  It is Colonel-general
of Justice, Doctor in law.  Ukrainian surname.

matita
It is a diminutive of mata mainly used in Mexico. In the rest of Latin America, is used more matica. Also Matita or little
plants, is a community in the Department of la Guajira ( 41 Colombia; where there was a palenque where black Maroons
who fled the plantations were concentrated. A tropical song called " is famous in Colombia 34th Mafafa Matica; and he is
known colloquially as La Matita or La Matica.

matiz
It means tone, tone.  Tonality variants that can have a color.  Dye, viso, range.  It can also mean appearance,
appearance, peculiarity, gradation or scale. 

matizar
It means mixing, combining, vanishing or degrading.  It also means to regulate, diversify, vary.  Give different
colorations, tones or nuances. 

mato
In Colombia and especially in the Plains it is a way to call some large lizards or lizards.  They can measure a metre and
a half.  It is also called wolf chick, teyu or peni.  Its scientific name is Tupinambis teguixin and belongs to the family
Teiidae .

matona
Murderess.  A person or woman who commits homicides or who permanently threatens to do so.  Bravado , thug ,
matasiete , valentona murderer , hitwoman , bodyguard , murderer , beast .  In Ecuador it is used to designate who is
judicious in the study.  applied, wise, applied.  

matorral
In Colombia is a land covered with shrubs, plants or shrubs, usually weeds.  Area or neglected land and uncultivated. 
Stubble.

matos



Plural of mato .  In Colombia and especially in the Plains it is a way to call some large lizards or lizards.  They can
measure a metre and a half.  They are also called wolves chicks, teyus or penie.  Its scientific name is Tupinambis
teguixin and belongs to the family Teiidae .  Also Matos and/or Mattos is a surname of Galician and Portuguese origin.

mató
It is an inflection of killing.  It means kill, murder.  In the Llanos of Colombia mato is a way to call a kind of lizard, also
known as Wolf pollero, peni or Colombian teyu (Tupinambis teguixin, of the family Teiidae).  Brossat cheese or cheese
Brull, typical cheese of Catalonia and the Balearic Islands.  Made from goat or sheep milk.

matón
Killer.  A person who commits murder or threatening to do so permanently.  Bully, thug, matasiete, daredevil assassin,
Hitman, bodyguard, murderer, fiero.

matraqueros
People who play the matraca, an instrument that replaces the bells in the religious celebrations of Holy Week.  Person
who speaks without thinking or intensely and tidy.  Cantaletoso.  In Colombia they are birds that belong to the family
Pipridae.  They belong to the genus Manacus.  We also call them jumpers, dancers or marathoners.

matras
It is a type of thick blanket similar to a poncho or aguayo.  It is usually thick and crude tissue.  It can also be placed on
the back of the horses, under the chair.  Pellon.  Flask, as well with z, is the name of a glass container used in the
laboratory and conical or cylindrical in shape. 

matre
It means mattress.  Spring piece and fabric coated that is used for sleeping.  There are also inflatables.  It can also
mean fear, fear, elusive, fearful.  Far away, far away. 

matrero
In Colombia we call matrero a toro bravo, very aggressive, and treacherous.  Suspicious, distrustful, cunning, towards,
crafty, ladino, rebel, elusive, surly, treacherous, cunning.  It is also used to designate a thug, antisocial, criminal,
murderer, or outlaw.

matriarca
Dominant female or greater authority within a herd. 

matriarcado
It's a kind of society where the dominant authority has it.  Women's government.  Women's dominance or authority. 

matrimonio
It means nuptials, marriage, marital union.  Legal union of a couple by means of a rite.

matritenses
Plural of matritense .  It means related to Madrid, whether it is the Province, the Autonomous Community or the City
itself.  You can also use Madrileño ( a ) .  San Bernardino de Sahagún documents or graphics.



matrona
In Colombia it is synonymous with midwife or woman who attends births.  A woman from a distinguished family and who
has many descendants is also called a midwife. 

matronería
It's all about pregnancy and childbirth.  Obstetrics. 

matter
It is an English word that means to import, to interest. 

matter
It is an English word that means to import, to interest. 

mattiaca
It was the name given by the Romans to the German city of Wiesbaden.  Name given to an asteroid in honor of the
German city of Wiesbaden (765). 

matula
It means crooked or twisted.  Wick of the candle or the lamp.  Last name used in the Philippines and the United States. 
Last name of an American-born actress, whose full name is Kimberly Marie "Kim" Matula.  Jose Sonny Gito Matula, is a
Filipino lawyer pre4sidente of the Federation of Free Workers of the Philippines. 

matupa
Matupá is best indicated.  It is the name of a city in Brazil in the state of Mato Grosso.   The word matupa is of
Tupi-Guarani origin and is the name by which a portion of land is designated that is detached with vegetation on the
banks of the rivers and is dragged by the current.

maturranga
Maturranga in Colombia means compromise, arrangement, scam, tongo, conspiracy, maneuver, Pact.

matute
In Colombia it means smuggling, illegal goods, goods that do not pay taxes.  In the Peru is the name of a famous
football stadium of Alianza Lima.  Its official name is Estadio Alejandro Villanueva.  Matute is the name of the
neighborhood in Lima, which is located in the La Victoria district.  In Mexico is a musical band of first performances.

matutina
It means that it runs or is done in the morning hours.  That happens during the morning hours.  Morning, morning.  What
happens before noon.

matutino
It means that it runs or is performed in the morning.  Occurring during the morning hours.  Morning, morning.  In morning
Colombia is synonymous with newspaper or newscast.  Evening newspapers that almost disappeared in our country.

mau



You mean cat.  Onomatopeya of the cat's voice.  Miau, michín, Micifu. 

maucho
Chile is one of those born attributives, resident or related to Constitution, a Chilean city in in the region of Maule region,
Talca province.

mauka
It is a word of Hawaiian origin, which means up, up, towards the mountains.  In Medellín it is the name of a Bakery
Chain and they have a registered trademark for their various products. 

mauka mauka
mauka mauka is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mauka Mauka." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of an
advertising campaign in the Cricket World Cup, initially for the India-paquistan party and before the reception was
extended to the entire Championship.  It was issued by the India TV Channel Star Sports in 2015.  The word Mauka
means opportunity.

maula
In the Southern Cone of South America mean cheat, taimado, towards, cowardly and devious.

mauna kea
In Hawaiian language, it means White Mountain.  It is a dormant volcano in Hawaii.  Although it is 4200 meters high it is
considered the highest mountain in the world if measured from its base, it would measure 10. 000 meters, which
surpasses Everest. 


